The Freshman Advisory Council has shifted its emphasis from student-to-advisor interests in matching up freshmen with their advisors.

According to Pete Buttner, Executive Officer of the FAC, the new matching method has made "initial contact" easier for advisors.

Begun with this year’s freshman class, the new approach has meant that the FAC has been trying to discern advisors’ interests more fully. Non-academic as well as academic and research interests were considered. Some advisors, he explained, rated their non-academic interests higher than the others.

Volunteers Buttner explained that all freshmen advisors are volunteers as far as his office is concerned. The FAC does not "screen" advisors. He added that if the number of potential advisors rose significantly, it might be necessary to "make it harder" to become an advisor in order to reduce the number of "extra" volunteers. The system, however, is far from that point.

The advisory council makes an effort to find people who have made contact with living groups or the associate-advisor type of people. This is the one way in which recruitment takes place.
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**THE MAGNETIC FLUID DOODLER**

Now rate better... by FEROFLUIDICS! World’s first magnetic fluid, Ferrofluidics makes available for the first time a magnetic fluid that can be magnetized, demagnetized, suspended, changed or molded into new shapes. Can flow through minute fluid jets, turn and circle, slide on and stick to any surface. Operator is free of the conventional magnets. Easily controlled, Ferrofluidics is used for educational, entertainment, and industrial purposes as well.

* Non-toxic
* Magnetic

Window Fluid

**$3.00**

Check or money order

FERROFLUIDICS CORPORATION
140 Waltham Turnpike
Waltham, Mass. 02154
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**ALUMINUM 2 x 4**

We think so. Because honest improvements are always welcome.

The aluminum 2 x 4 is part of the completely new Alcoa® Alumiframe® building system. And it just might revolutionize the homebuilding business.

It’s light, strong, economical. Goes up quick and easy. Won’t give way to weathering or termites.

And it saves beautiful green trees for the better things in life.

The Alumiframe system is just one example of the line ideas in aluminum that come from Alcoa. A company that cares about tomorrow’s world.

*Trademark of Aluminum Company of America. An Equal Opportunity Employer
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**ALCOA**
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